
SureCall Fusion2Go 3.0™

POWER THAT PUSHES THE BOUNDARY

FASTER DATA SPEEDS

ALL CARRIERS. ALL SIGNALS. ALWAYS COVERED.

THE NEW CHAMPION OF THE ROADS

The Fusion2Go 3.0™ is the newest generation 
to a line of in-vehicle signal boosters that is 
purpose-built for those who frequent the fringe 
of the mobile network. Leading in reliability and 
performance, Fusion2Go 3.0 is securing the 
trust of oil and gas, public safety, government, 
forestry, and many other industries and mission

critical applications. Third party tests between 
the SureCall Fusion2Go 3.0 and the leading 
competitor’s best vehicle booster have found 
Fusion2Go 3.0 to have 2X more output power 
and significantly faster data speeds*, providing 
multiple simultaneous users with reliable access 
to calling, text, and mobile data even further 
from the tower. 

2X
POWER

FAST
DATA

100%
COVERED

* Validated within 3rd party test report
by CKC Laboratories, Inc.

Typically the reason calls drop or never connect, texts go unsent, and data fails in areas on 
the extreme fringe of the mobile network stems from your phone not having enough power 
to send a signal back to the nearest tower. The SureCall Fusion2Go 3.0 has the 2X more 
output power* to keep you connected even further into the cellular void.

When transferring mobile data – emails, images, applications, etc. – users need a high-quality 
amplifier with a lower downlink ripple and error vector magnitude (EVM). The SureCall

SureCall Fusion2Go 3.0 works with every mobile network 
in North America and, once installed, fleets are reliably 
connected with the most powerful vehicle booster on the 
market. SureCall stands by the performance and quality 
of the Fusion2Go 3.0. All SureCall products are 
supported with the industry’s best 3-year warranty.

Fusion2Go 3.0 outperformed the nearest competition* by more 
quickly and reliably sending and receiving mobile data in tough-
to-reach areas.

How It Compares to the Competition

https://raise-your-bars.surecall.com/best-vehicle/

